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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement defines p-value?
A. It is the probability of accepting a null hypothesis when
the hypothesis is proven false.
B. It is the probability of accepting a null hypothesis when
the hypothesis is proven true.

C. It is the probability
the hypothesis is proven
D. It is the probability
the hypothesis is proven
Answer: A

of rejecting a null hypothesis when
true.
of rejecting a null hypothesis when
false.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your database has a table CUSTOMERS that contains the columns
CUST_NAME, AMT_DUE, and OLD_STATUS.
Examine the commands executed and their output:
SQL&gt; UPDATE customers SET amt_due=amt_due+amt_due*l.1 WHERE
cust_name='JAMES';
1row updated.
SQL&gt; ALTER TABLE customers DROP COLUMN old_status;
Table Altered
SQL&gt; UPDATE customers SET amt_due=amt_due+amt_due*1.5 WHERE
cust_name='JAMES';
1 row updated.
SQL&gt; COMMIT;
SQL&gt; SELECT versions_xid AS XID, versions_startscn AS
START_SCN,
versions_endcscn AS END_SCN, versions_operation AS OPERATION,
amt_due
FROM customers VERSIONS BETWEEN SCN MINVALULE AND MAXVALUE
WHERE
cust_name='JAMES';.
XID START_SCN END_SCN OPERATION AMT_DUE
---- -------- ------ -------- -----07002f00cl030000 1706337 1706337 U 3300
Why is it that only one update is listed by the Flashback
Version Query?
A. Supplemental logging is not enabled for the database.
B. Flashback Data Archive is full after the first update
statement.
C. DB_FLASHBACK_RETENTION_TARGET parameter is set to a lower
value and the undo data pertaining to the first transaction is
flushed out.
D. The undo data that existed for versions of rows before the
change to the table structure is invalidated.
E. Undo retention guarantee is not enabled.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Lori was performing an audit of her company's internal
Sharepoint pages when she came across the following code. What
is the purpose of this code?
A. This code will log all keystrokes.
B. This JavaScript code will use a Web Bug to send information

back to another server.
C. This code snippet will send a message to a server at
192.154.124.55 whenever the "escape" key is pressed.
D. This bit of JavaScript code will place a specific image on
every page of the RSS feed.
Answer: A
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